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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 
 

  
 
 
 

Microscan Announces Acquisition of Label Vision Systems (LVS) 
 

RENTON, WA, August 25, 2015 – Microscan Systems, Inc., an leader in industrial barcode reading and 

machine vision technology, confirmed today that it has purchased the trade and assets of Label Vision 

Systems (LVS) Inc., a pioneer in label inspection, print inspection, and barcode verification. LVS will be 

fully integrated into Microscan and the LVS name will become a brand within Microscan’s barcode label 

verification portfolio. 

 

Established in Peachtree City, Georgia, in 1993, LVS has become a leading provider of label inspection, 

print inspection, and barcode verification products, solutions, and services for the life sciences and other 

industries. The company has experienced rapid growth recently and is expected to continue this trend as 

its technology enables companies to meet UDI (Unique Device Identification) legislation and to improve 

product traceability throughout the manufacturing supply chain. LVS’s technology, products, and 

solutions allow companies to inspect barcodes either off-line or in-line to achieve 100% compliance to 

UDI and GS1 standards. LVS is known for technology leadership and will benefit from being part of 

Microscan’s global network as it looks to accelerate growth outside of North America. 

 

 “This is a strategic move for Microscan,” says Scott Summerville, President of Microscan. “There are 

many advantages to acquiring the trade and assets of LVS. The leadership team at Microscan has a 

strong interest in developing and investing in LVS’s technology and products to support the market, which 

is expanding due to regulatory trends and corporate quality initiatives. We will have the opportunity to 

accelerate the expansion of LVS products and solutions into key international markets, and to leverage 

the substantial synergies between LVS and Microscan sales, technology, and operations.” 

 

More information about LVS can be found at www.lvs-inc.com. For more information about Microscan, 

visit www.microscan.com or view Microscan’s full line of Barcode Verification Solutions including LVS 

brand verifiers at www.microscan.com/products/barcodeverificationsolutions.aspx. 

About Microscan 

Microscan is a global technology leader in precision data acquisition and control solutions serving a wide 

range of automation and OEM applications. Founded in 1982, Microscan has a strong history of 

innovation that includes the invention of the first laser diode barcode scanner and the Data Matrix 

symbology. Today, Microscan remains a technology leader in automatic identification and machine vision 

with extensive solutions for ID tracking, traceability, and inspection, ranging from basic barcode reading to 

complex machine vision inspection, identification, and measurement.  

 

As an ISO 9001:2008-certified company recognized for quality leadership in the U.S., Microscan is known 

and trusted by customers worldwide as a provider of quality, high-precision products. Microscan is a  

 

http://www.lvs-inc.com/
http://www.microscan.com/home.aspx?utm_campaign=lvs&utm_source=pr&utm_medium=pr&utm_content=lvs-acq
http://www.microscan.com/en-us/products/barcodeverificationsolutions.aspx?utm_campaign=lvs&utm_source=pr&utm_medium=pr&utm_content=lvs-acq
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subsidiary of Spectris plc, a leading supplier of productivity-enhancing instrumentation and controls.  

 

The products and technologies provided by Spectris’s businesses help customers improve product quality 

and performance, improve core manufacturing processes, reduce downtime and waste, and reduce time 

to market. Its global customer base spans a diverse range of end-user markets. Spectris operates across 

four business segments: Materials Analysis, Test and Measurement, In-line Instrumentation and Industrial 

Controls. Headquartered in Egham, Surrey, United Kingdom, Spectris employs over 8,000 people in more 

than 30 countries. For more information, visit www.spectris.com. 
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Corporate Headquarters, U.S. 

Matt Van Bogart, Director of Marketing 
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